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Abstract. This paper seeks to situate computational creativity
within the context of ongoing theoretical and practical investigations
of environmentally situated and dynamic systems. Beginning with a
consideration of the evidently goal directed nature of creativity, the
problem of how teleological behaviour emerges in a fundamentally
physical world. Creativity is reassessed as a search for goals in a dy-
namic environment rather than as a pursuit of a fixed goal in a stable
and finite space of possible actions. A significant consequence of this
evaluative shift is the impossibility of considering truly creative sys-
tems as anything other than embodied agents deeply entangled in an
environmental situation. Two fields are discussed as potential habi-
tats for such systems: robotics and multi-agent systems. Creativity
from the perspective of ongoing research in these areas is consid-
ered, and some preliminary thoughts for future directions of enquiry
are offered.

1 Introduction
This paper will address the question of the relationship between goals
and creativity. Notions of purpose are so deeply ingrained in the stan-
dard view of creation that creativity itself is often defined in terms
of the accomplishment of some expressive objective. Implicit in the
problem of modelling creativity, however, is the emergence of end
directed action in a reductionist world: how can something that is not
in a physical sense present nonetheless contribute to the operation of
a physically supervenient system?

Having posed the question of how a creative agent views its own
objectives, the paper will turn to an exploration of the related prob-
lem of causality. In particular, the emergence of absent causes –
which is to say, the influence of possible worlds, both historical and
futuristic, removed from present reality – is addressed. This etiologi-
cal inquiry is couched in terms of evolution by natural selection, with
a brief consideration of this well researched process as a model of
evidently goal directed and therefore potentially creative behaviour.
A general hypothesis regarding the viability of explaining goals as
emergent properties of complex systems, grounded in contemporary
theoretical investigations of dynamic systems, will be put forward.
Contra the idea that computationally creative agents must necessar-
ily be handed a well defined goal by an external designer, dynamic
processes are proposed as a basis for models that can discover their
own goals through collaboration and environmental interaction.

This theoretical consideration is followed by a preliminary explo-
ration of two compelling areas of research that move beyond what
has been the de rigueur constraint satisfaction approach to computa-
tional creativity. First the topic of robotics will be considered from
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the perspective of the modelling of creativity, with particular atten-
tion to the problem of how a robot obtains, represents, and adapts
its own goals. Robots are importantly embedded in a physical envi-
ronment, and this situation opens the door to the possibility of the
emergence of dynamic attractors that might be construed as new and
unexpected goals outside any representation of an objective built into
a robot’s programming. The conclusion of this investigation will be
that it seems reasonable to at least consider the possibility of an ad-
equately flexible robot formulating goals that can be considered as
evidence of its own creativity.

Next multi-agent models are considered, with particular attention
to the ways in which complex patterns of activity with the trappings
of intentionality can emerge from interactions within a population
of agents individually following very basic sets of predetermined
rules. As with robots in their environmental entanglements, swarms
of agents have some prospect of generating collective behaviour that
can be interpreted as being directed towards ends outside of the sim-
ple constraint satisfaction requirements programmed into the func-
tioning of each independent agent. In the case of multi-agent mod-
els, the model becomes the environment, with the attractors that arise
in the course of interactions becoming the handles for assessing the
system in terms of the formulation and pursuit of goals. On the one
hand, interpretation of action in a simulation of such a system pre-
sumably still falls back on the analysis of an external observer. On
the other hand, the emergent properties of such systems potentially
offer models of the parallel emergence of cognitive phenomena such
as creativity in a physically grounded universe. Again, there seems to
be scope for considering the implementation of multi-agent systems
as a form of computational creativity that begins with a traditional
programming task but that subsequently goes beyond mere constraint
satisfaction.

The ideas proposed in this paper are at this stage indications of di-
rection for future research. Exciting work is currently being done in
the fields of both robotics and multi-agent systems, with some appli-
cations specifically towards modelling creative systems [1, 17]. This
paper is intended to serve as a bellwether for further research in this
direction, with the objective of moving beyond a constraint satisfac-
tion approach to computational creativity. Traditional rule based im-
plementations of creative agents have accomplished much in recent
years, but reconsidering the emergence of goals within highly dy-
namic environments offers the grounding of a more robust argument
for creative autonomy arising within the systems themselves. This
reconsideration of the relationship between creativity, goals, and the
environmental situation of creative agents can furthermore become a
platform for extended discussions of interesting philosophical ques-
tions about causation and cognition.



2 Creativity and Goals

What redeems it is the idea only... and an unselfish belief in the
idea – something you can set up, and bow down before, and offer
a sacrifice to...

JOSEPH CONRAD, The Heart of Darkness

If an agent cannot choose its own goals, can its “creative” be-
haviour really be considered creative? This question is familiar to
anyone who has attempted to construct a creative agents, especially
agents that produce works of art. “Why did the computer choose this
word, this note, this color, and not another?” is generally asked by
people confronted with an artistic piece produced by a computer. If
the same question were put to an artist the answer would most likely
be as unsatisfactory as that provided by the computer, yet it is the
computer’s response that is most troubling. The assumption is that art
made by computers is something that needs to justify itself, whereas
it is accepted that artists produce according to their inspiration, per-
haps because works of art are seen as reflections of the mind or the
personality of the artist who made them, and it is troubling to think of
a computer as having a “personality”. However, the fuzziness of the
artist’s response seems to reflect something essential in the creative
process, something which can and should be exploited in the design
of artificial creative systems: the goal is not fixed; it shifts and drifts
and wanders; it might not even exist a priori but rather will emerge
from the creative process itself.

2.1 Causality and Teleology

Aristotle’s “Doctrine of the Four Causes” presents a framework for
understanding the relationship between actions and motivations in a
world of physical events [2]. Starting with the essentially reductive
premise that the material nature of entities is at the root of actions in
the world, the Doctrine outlines a hierarchy of relationships, culmi-
nating in the theory of how teleological – which is to say, goal di-
rected – behaviour stands as the “final cause” that explains the regu-
larity with which functional effects are produced in the natural world.
Aristotle’s four causes can be enumerated:

1. Material Cause - the behaviour indicated by the physical proper-
ties of matter

2. Efficient Cause - the consequences of the manipulation of physical
material

3. Functional Cause - the reasoning regarding efficient causes that
informs actions on materials

4. Final Cause - the goal that motivates functional planning

Conventional approaches to creativity generally descend Aristo-
tle’s causal ladder: there is a goal, a plan for achieving this goal, a
set of actions carried out to realise that plan, and a world of physi-
cal relationships in which those actions have consequences. Indeed,
a fundamental principle of a certain approach to aesthetics is that the
perception of beauty involves the recognition of a function that de-
fines an artefact and an appreciation of the creative process employed
in the achievement of that functionality [46]. An alternative theory,
rooted in the philosophy of Kant, considers aesthetic experience to
unfold in a perceptual domain of its own, involving a detachment
from any practical consideration of an object of beauty [20]. Even
in this latter case, though, beauty, from the perspective of a creator,
becomes an objective unto itself, with the elicitation of an aesthetic

response in principle indicating the achievement of this goal. So, re-
gardless of the theoretical grounding adopted by an analyst, creativity
seems to be bound up in an end directed process.

Computational creativity has tended to adopt a similar line. Ritchie
has characterised the creative behaviour of an information processing
machine in terms of the identification of a class of existing artefacts
that qualifies as a target domain, subsequent generation of artefacts
that are expected to fall within this domain, and then evaluation on
the part of the system of whether the creative goal has been achieved
[32]. Output produced without some sort of goal criteria has been
described as “mere generation”, a ramble through a state space that,
regardless of its consequences, cannot be properly considered as cre-
ativity [11]. This lines up well with Boden’s description of levels
of computational creativity, with high level transformations of state
spaces trumping lower level recombinations of elements within a pre-
defined space [10]. It is in this transformational degree of symbol ma-
nipulation, involving the delineation of a state space above a traversal
of a known space, where the complexity of the goal directed aspect
of creativity becomes evident. A fundamental challenge for a com-
puter scientist interested in designing autonomously creative systems
is therefore to understand what it would mean for computers to make
decisions about the definition of their own search spaces.

But it is not even clear how teleological processes arise in the ma-
terial world, reducible, as it is, to the interactions of physical fields on
a very small scale. Deacon has taken Aristotle’s Doctrine as a start-
ing point for his own exploration of the emergence of goal oriented
behaviour in material reality, beginning with the premise that mod-
ern philosophy has sometimes tended to use dualism and homunculi
to obscure the hard question of final cause [13]. For Deacon the first
step up from the tumult of pure physics is a consideration of ther-
modynamic processes, by which a tendency that is so reliable it has
a nomic aspect emerges from the random interaction of particles. In
fact, despite the regularity implicit in the terminology “laws of ther-
modynamics”, there is no principle that requires systems to move
towards entropic arrangements; it is just the overwhelmingly likely
outcome of a stochastic process. The kernel of teleology might be
discovered in the apparent lawfulness of entropy that arises in sys-
tems that are actually just complex and unpredictable.

Like Deacon, Kauffman recognises the seeds of emergence in the
way that order can spontaneously come about in a dynamic system,
giving rise to interpretable attractors [19]. The contemporary case
for emergence maintains that nested hierarchies of interacting attrac-
tors can be extrapolated into apparently teleological behaviour. At the
higher end of the scale exist cases like evolution by natural selection,
which, while it has been grasped through an astounding act of reduc-
tionist interpretation, can nonetheless only really be understood as a
process directed towards the goal of fitness—and in fact it has been
argued that evolution itself should be treated as a creative process. To
put it simply, an evolved organism is a confluence of functions that
result in their own perpetuation. Taking an example offered by Mil-
likan, the biological operation of an animal can only be understood
in terms of the functional role that the creature’s various organs play
in sustaining life, and these functions have been determined through
an assiduous process of evolutionary trial and error: a lion’s heart ex-
ists in order to pump blood through the lion’s body, even though the
genetic and developmental process that resulted in the existence of
the organ cannot have been somehow aware of that outcome [24].

But, Millikan asks, what happens if a fully developed lion comes
into existence spontaneously? While the lion might be considered
an operational organism, it is tempting to conclude that its organic
components have no function in the sense of having been selected



because of a goal they accomplish. An evolved lion inherits proper-
ties of goal directedness from the generational history of organisms
that has contributed to its fitness. This extension of the lion’s emer-
gent identity into the past corresponds to a converse projection of
the functional properties of its components towards the accomplish-
ment of future goals, specifically the goals of the lion surviving and
reproducing. The spontaneous lion, on the other hand, while it also
has some hope of coincidentally surviving and replicating, has sim-
ply happened: it cannot be interpreted as the fulfillment of a goal
that has emerged in the unfolding of events in a complex and unpre-
dictable environment. In terms of Aristotle’s efficient cause, the lions
are identical, but in terms of final cause they seem to be completely
different.

Bickhard has responded to Millikan’s case for a connection be-
tween causal history and functionality, however, by arguing that the
history of a system cannot be a part of its ongoing operation [9]—
history is, presumably, a contextualised interpretation of a present
situation. Instead, Bickhard proposes, function should be understood
in terms of the contribution a functional component makes to its sys-
tem’s persistence in a state that defies the entropic tendencies of the
universe [8]. It is the case that the dynamics of complex and chaotic
systems result in the emergence of processes that, in their regularity,
seem to have a sense of following some kind of rule. This shift away
from the basic laws of physics begins with processes such as ther-
modynamics, where the regularity lies precisely in the predictable
breakdown of structure in systems, and moves out towards the further
from equilibrium states that characterise the process of evolution, or
more explicitly cognitive apparati such as representational symbols.

So by the emergentist account, causation is understood in terms
of nested layers of dynamically coupled, intricately entangled pro-
cesses, with each emerging attractor becoming an element in a higher
level of interactions. This view escapes the paradoxes of trying to in-
corporate some representation of the system’s past into its current
operation, and at the same time seeks to explain the evident gravity
of future outcomes in the workings of higher order complexes. The
upshot of this is that teleological processes are necessarily associated
with systems that are highly non-linear on several levels, an insight
that sits well with the enactivist world view of Varela, Thompson
and Rosch, who suggest that a mindful agent – which is to say, one
capable of the planning and execution inherent in creativity – must
be situated in a deeply interactive relationship with a dynamic and
unpredictable environment [42].

There is a gravely concerning ramification to this conclusion
from the perspective of a computer scientist interested in design-
ing autonomously creative agents, however: if teleological processes
only emerge in the context of complex interaction with a chaotic
environment, it is difficult to imagine how a symbol manipulat-
ing machine could hope to creatively flourish in its rule based do-
main. Considering that even computational processes modelled non-
deterministically can be reduced to linear operations, the case for
a strictly algorithmic system producing output that would be judged
even basically creative seems doomed. Two possibilities immediately
present themselves as the beginning of a solution to this challenge:
the modelling of dynamic interactions between rule following agents,
and the physical construction of environmentally situated robots.

3 Robots

The classic intelligent agent concept [34] entails that an agent should
be able to use actuators to manipulate its environment, which it mon-
itors via perception. The agent has goals which it is trying to satisfy

via its actions. Whether these goals have been reached is subject to an
evaluation which the agent achieves by applying a metric. In classic
AI, the agent’s environment is understood much less literally than it
is in robotics. Robots exist in a physical world that they actively ma-
nipulate and that directly affects their actions. Also, they share this
world with humans. What follows offers a brief survey of contempo-
rary approaches to robotics as they relate to creativity, followed by
some thoughts on the future exploration of robots as creative agents.

From the perspective of the description of creative systems, the
great appeal of robots lies in their situation in the same highly non-
linear environment from which human creators have emerged. As a
first approximation, robots might be considered to have goals that are
handed to them by a designer, grounded in external observations: in
this case, the robot becomes an expression of its own creator’s stance
towards the world, and even in this basic instance a dynamic emerges
where the robot’s behaviour can become an element in a larger cre-
ative system, with the designer responding to the robot’s successes
and failures through subsequent design decisions. In what follows,
this scenario will be case in terms of robots as a form of creative
expression. More complexly, robots might be modelled as adaptive
agents involved in a feedback loop with their own environments. In
this case, while there may be overarching goals handed to a robot
by a designer, it is the behaviour that emerges in the pursuit of this
goal that may be considered creative. Ultimately, it is conceivable
that robots or perhaps even more compellingly networks of robots
might be involved in processes with unpredictable outcomes that can
be interpreted as the emergence of truly goal oriented causation.

It has recently been argued [27] that real progress in natural lan-
guage processing will depend on a more human-like machine which
has a situated knowledge embodied in its own physical form. This
presence [26] is necessary for a cognitive architecture which is more
human-like and therefore capable of a human-like command of natu-
ral language. This may just as well be just as true for other cognitive
abilities.

Feldman [16] sees two possible ways in which a robot can fully
understand human subjective experience. One is a full simulation of
the human body to gain insights into human experience. The other
would be a new type of grounding that builds up an understanding of
the world through the robot’s own sensors and bodily experience.

Creative automata and machines which exist in the physical world
have been built for centuries. There is, for instance, the case of von
Kempelen’s speaking machine [43, 15], which was a hybrid between
a research project on the human vocal apparatus and an entertainment
tool similar to a musical instrument.

Creativity in the domain of robotics can be conceptualised in terms
of creative activities that are performed by intelligent agents capable
of performing a full action-perception loop which takes the environ-
ment into consideration. Within this action-perception loop the, agent
must have some “creative goal”.

3.1 Agents and Embodiments

In order to understand what it means for a robot to be creative we
will now describe a few systems which do in some way fulfill the
criterion of being “deemed creative” if they were “performed by a
human” [44]. Creative robots come in two flavours currently: they
are either presented as being creative themselves or they are used as
tools for expressing a human’s creativity. We will fist deal with the
later kind of robot for creative tasks.

Robots as a form of creative expression are teleoperated, which
is to say their actions are determined by the perceptions and decisions



of a human performer. Ogawa et al. [30] report on a teleoperated
robot called the “Geminoid” [36] being used for a task in which the
android and an actor performed a play live on stage together. This
robotic agent had the following properties:

• The android takes the shape of a physical body which is mod-
elled on an actual female human. The body has 12 degrees of
freedom (DoF). These are mainly used for its facial expressions
which closely copy the operator’s facial movements. It also has
loudspeakers which transmit the operator’s voice to the audience.

• Perception is accomplished through a camera system which lets
the operator see the machine’s view of its environment.

• The machine’s processing of the environment is realised by feed-
ing the video back to the operator, and its actions are hence based
on receiving “commands from the human operator”.

So the robot’s body itself is used for artistic expression. The au-
thors conclude, based on experiment, that the robot actually im-
proved the audience’s sense of immersion in the performance. This
is a surprising result but shows that the embodiment through the ar-
tificial agent can actually generate a different level of “meaning”, as
the authors suggest. It is actually the human-like but not-human body
that generates this added meaning.

Robots as creative agents are autonomous to a certain extent.
Tresset and Deussen [40] report on a robot, named e-David, which
creates visual art through painting on a canvas. This agent had the
following properties:

• e-David is not anthropomorphic (human-like). It is an industrial
robot that only consists of an arm. The arm is also its actuator,
with which it manipulates a pencil or brush.

• The perceptive apparatus is a camera system.
• The system performs the action-perception loop by creating an

image it intends to paint and then monitoring its output by per-
ceiving the painting as it emerges through its own actions applied
to a canvas.

Embodiment is crucial in the case of e-David. The authors list thir-
teen ways in which e-David’s embodiment has a direct impact on the
final result of the visual art it produces. These include the velocity
at which the arm moves, the pressure it applies to the painting, and
control of the amount of paint on the brush. All of the factors have a
direct effect on the visual appeal of the product which e-David pro-
duces. Thus, this robot demonstrates the importance of considering
the physical presence of an artificial creative system in the creation
of visual art.

Both the Geminoid and e-David illustrate how important the ac-
tual physicality of an intelligent agent it is and how their individual
embodiments shape their creative output. However, the processing
system in each case is actually quite different. Whereas e-David is
autonomous in its actions to a large extent, the Geminoid is oper-
ated by a human. Thus, these two specific robots have different levels
of autonomy and one needs to debate what “responsibilities”, in the
sense of Colton and Wiggins [11], they take on within the creative
process.

3.2 Goals

As already illustrated, robotic agents that use their physical appear-
ance and structure to pursue creative objectives can differ in their
goals. Whereas the Geminoid in the study discussed above tries to

evoke emotional response in an audience, e-David monitors its own
output on a canvas via a visual feedback system.

Similarly, musical robots have goals which they pursue. In this
case, the environment is typically the musical instrument with which
the robots interact physically.

A robot coordinating its own body in a creative process
Batula and Kim [6] present a system which plays the score of a

two-finger piece on a piano. The robot in this case is a small hu-
manoid. Its environment is a keyboard. Its perception relates to the
monitoring of its own motions and audio-feedback.

The robot’s goal is to play the piece it has been assigned correctly.
The authors frame their research as an investigation into the motorics
required for musicianship. The robot’s goals are simple: it detects
mistakes in its own playing. This is very much in line with our ar-
gumentation. The system’s physicality comes from the control of its
own limbs in relation to the velocity of its playing. The robot con-
trols its own motion, and the decisions of how to play rely solely on
its own bodily control.

A robot coordinating with another body in a creative process
A contrasting approach is presented by Mizumoto et al [25]. In

their approach the focus is on ensemble performance. The goal is for
the agent to ask: “Am I creating the same output as another agent?”

This is a different question because the machine is no longer in
control of the speed at which the product is created. The robot plays
a theremin while the human plays drums. The robot’s perception is
used to actually calculate the action of the actuators, in contrast to the
actuators acting independently to exert force on the physical environ-
ment. The required processing relies on a coupled-oscillator model.

3.3 Environments

What kind of environments do robots encounter in the course of cre-
ative processes? The comedic robot is one recent concept which has
been implemented. Thus far, these robots are the only agents which
actually treat an audience as their environment. They do exactly what
an intelligent agent does by monitoring what effects their actions
have on the environment.

Audience Monitoring
Other agents with which robots interact may be artificial (see sec-

tion 4) or human audiences. Knight [21] analyses the impact of em-
bodiment on performances in robot theatre. Knight et al [22] present
a system which tells jokes to an audience.

In the system described a small humanoid robot is the comedic
agent. Its goal is to make the audience laugh. It monitors levels of
audience interest and attention (more precise methods are further de-
scribed in [23]). The robot presents jokes and will choose the se-
quence of jokes in accordance with the audience’s reaction. This is
a direct application of the action-perception loop. The quality of the
creative output is measurable in the sense that the audience reaction
is the operationalisation of what the output should achieve.

Interacting with the Audience
Katevas at al [18] also use a humanoid robot as a stand-up come-

dian. In their performance, however, the robot actively engages with
the audience and directly addresses individual members of the audi-
ence. In this way, the robot influences the outcome of the creative
process. The goal is an active audience reaction, so the robot tries
to improve the outcome and generate more laughs by engaging the
audience.

As such the robot is not only relying on its output in the form of
jokes, but also actively and preemptively shapes the audience’s reac-
tion and hence its environment’s reaction to the jokes. This can be



considered a different approach. If joke telling is considered an artis-
tic and creative process, then the audience’s reaction is the measure
by which one can tell whether the result of the activity is of good
quality. The robot here imitates the practices of human stand-up co-
medians by actively inducing a reaction in the audience. It does not
just rely on the humorous value of the verbal stimuli it presents to the
audience.

3.4 Creative Robots
In line with the theoretical points raised above, entertainment
robotics is a growing market [7, 33]. The potential here is vast. A
robot can use the principles outlined above to become an active com-
panion [12, 3], giving itself an advantage over static media such as
television broadcasting or film.

The three principles addressed here, embodiment, goals, and en-
vironments, will play a crucial goal in developing systems that can
be deemed creative. This section has illustrated differing approaches
to all three of these topics. In designing creative robotic systems, the
human designer will have to think carefully about how the agent will
pursue its goals within the given environment.

In line with the argument in this paper, for a robot to be truly cre-
ative it must be able to show adaptive behaviour. Embodiment will
obviously be given from the outset in a robotic system, influencing
the system’s actions, perception, and interaction with the environ-
ment in a non-trivial way. However, real adaptivity for creativity will
arise only if the robotic agent is able to define its own goals. An
approach to robotics which includes this kind of behavioural auton-
omy is evolutionary robotics [29]. This approach assumes that the
agent has some kind of overall goal such as playing a musical piece
or amusing an audience via comedic practices. The sub-goals upon
which the system operates would have to be adaptable. One way of
implementing such a strategy would be to devise methods that allow
the robot to choose between the goals outlined above (see section
3.2), or, with respect to interacting with the environment, choosing
between the two strategies of, for instance, interaction with an audi-
ence as described above (see section 3.3).

4 Multi-Agent Systems
It is sometimes easy to forget that artists are not totally isolated from
their environment: they come into contact with other artists who are
tackling problems and trying to reach goals very similar to their own.
Artists, scientists, chess players, normal people trying to make ends
meet—creative people are influenced by other people, and they them-
selves influence other people, very often people with whom they are
in no direct contact. Think of the generations of musicians influenced
by Beethoven or of mathematicians working on problems formulated
by Gauss.

In fact, one would be justified in thinking that creative processes
are never the work of one individual alone, no matter how vision-
ary and illuminating her thinking might be: every creator stands on
the shoulders of giants. The intention here is to discuss how this in-
teraction might be modelled through artificial agents, and how such
an interaction might influence the behaviour of the agents towards,
ultimately, determining the goal of the creative process itself.

As they relate to the imperative of creative goals as behavioural
causes, the appeal of multi-agent systems is their potential for pro-
ducing emergent attractors which cannot be understood as compo-
nents of any single agent’s behaviour. Agents themselves may be goal
oriented – indeed, their processes are typically modelled in terms of

the satisfaction of very basic criteria – but these goals are simplistic,
whereas the operation of the overall system is nuanced. The power
of simple agents collaborating to develop and realise complex goals
can be observed in various real-world contexts, from the swarm be-
haviour of certain insects to the efficacious productivity of financial
markets and indeed the homeostatic condition of entire ecological
systems. This paper considers the question of how computers might
be used to model multi-agent systems and then to analyse the po-
tential for considering these systems as generators and executors of
creative objectives.

4.1 Interacting agents

Multi-agent systems have been used extensively to model the origin
and evolution of an impressive array of different social constructs
[14, 31, 35], from ant or termite colonies to computer networks to
economic markets. Agents are assigned a more or less rigorous set
of beliefs, desires and intentions which determines their interaction.
Agents are goal-oriented: their actions are determined by a desire to
maximise a reward function, and it is through their interaction that
the system evolves.

Most interestingly, multi-agent systems can show emergent prop-
erties: interaction between the agents allows the self-organisation of
system properties that were not originally part of the system. Self-
organisation, i.e. the lack of a centralised element imposing structure
on the emergent property, is an important characteristic of such sys-
tems, revealing how organised properties can arise from simple inter-
actions alone. These kinds of systems have been used, for instance,
to model the self-assembling of biological complex structures[28],
or to model the origin and evolution of language [37, 5, 4, 38]. In
Steels’ work, agents create and agree on a lexicon to name a series
of objects in their environment. Their interaction follows a protocol
specified in a “language game”, similar to the language games de-
scribed by Wittgenstein [45]. Van Trijp [41] shows that the “Naming
Game” will converge towards a stable lexicon if certain requirements
are met.

According to Tomasello [39]:

The current hypothesis is that it is only within the context
of collaborative activities in which participants share intention
and attention, coordinated by natural forms of gestural commu-
nication, that arbitrary linguistic conventions could have come
into existence evolutionarily...

This hypothesis seems to validate the modelling approach. An ef-
fort to understand creative processes as an attempt at collaborative
behaviour by intelligent agents might prove to be very fruitful.

4.2 Creative processes as collaboration: a thought
experiment

We propose a thought experiment which could help to illuminate the
relationship between goal-seeking behaviour and creativity. Agents
of different physical or cognitive characteristics are placed in an en-
vironment and forced to collaborate in order to achieve a series of
tasks. To simplify things, we propose the following interaction rules:

1. All interactions are one-to-one: two agents are chosen and made
to interact.

2. Agents are chosen at random: the system does not show a topol-
ogy, i.e. it is a mean-field system.



3. One of the agents adopts the role of the demonstrator; the other is
the observer.

Both agents have a clear idea of the task that is to be carried out.
However, their different physical and cognitive skills require them to
adapt their own actions to the task: some agents are better equipped
to carry out the task in one way, whereas others must find efficient
ways to carry out the task. During the interaction, the demonstra-
tor performs the task in the most efficient way it can. Obviously,
this way depends on all the previous experience of the agent. More
particularly, it depends on what it has learned from all its previous
interactions with other agents.

Following this demonstration, the observer must decide whether it
is fit to perform the action in the same way. It does this by attempting
to imitate the demonstrator. If it cannot, it must try to find a way to
perform the action in a way that will resemble the demonstrator’s
actions, only adapted to its own abilities. If it succeeds in carrying
out the action, then the observer will include this action into the set
of actions it is capable of carrying out to perform the assigned task;
the game is successful and two new agents are chosen to play new
game. If, on the other hand, after a fixed number of attempts the agent
is incapable of performing the action in a satisfactory way, then the
game starts again, only now a new task is chosen: the goal changes.
The new task should be similar to the previous one, if possible, so
that agents might be able to identify properties of the task that are
difficult for them, and perhaps learn to avoid them or find a way
around them.

The hypothesis offered here is that such a system would become
stable, i.e. it would reach a point after which all interactions would be
successful. At this point all agents would have learned how to behave
when forced to carry out a collaborative task. Every agent would have
learned to adapt its own goal, according to its capabilities, to fulfill
the task in a cooperative manner. Every agent would have learned
how to work around what it cannot do.

5 Conclusion

This paper has examined the idea that creativity can be understood
in terms of a process of adaptation on the part of agents attempt-
ing to accomplish a set of goals in complex and unpredictable envi-
ronments. The hypothesis presented here is that agents dynamically
coupled with their environments might become involved in the in-
stigation of higher level emergent features that can be interpreted
as potentially surprising and valuable new goal directed behaviours.
There is scope for hoping that a network of multiple environmen-
tally situated agents, each independently working towards their own
micro-goals, will remit a systemic shift that in turn can become a tar-
get for discovery of new possible goals available to agents. From an
external perspective, such a system offers the overall impression of
being directed towards goals that are not in any way present in the
programming that defines the behaviours of its components. In the
physical universe, definable as it is in terms of a few simple rules
of interaction, has nonetheless become a cauldron for such complex
emergent systems evolution and cognition. In the same sense, a sys-
tem of simple, interactive, environmentally oriented computational
agents might have a chance of developing patterns of behaviour that
can collectively be considered creative.

Existing work in the pertinent fields of robotics and multi-agent
systems has been briefly discussed. The embodied situation of robots
invites a consideration of the development of goal directed behvaiour
in an unpredictable environment. And the dynamics of multi-agent

systems present a platform for investigating the possibility of treating
the attractors that emerge unexpectedly in the course of interaction
as unanticipated creative objectives. The juxtaposition of these two
topics in the context of computational creative naturally suggests an
amalgamation: a potential project developing swarms of individually
adaptive robots, treating their own community of robotic co-agents
as an environment embedded in the physical world, with each robot
adapting its behaviour based on its interaction with its peers. On an
individual level, the robots would update their procedures based on
observations of other robots and with the pre-programmed objective
of accomplishing simple goals. On a collective level, the robotic sys-
tem as a whole might very well take on an emergent aspect, with
unexpected intimations of higher level organisation. The question
raised by such a model is whether the system’s proclivity for or-
ganising itself in a surprising and potentially effective way can be
considered the creative discovery of a new objective.
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